Comment on: Kizhakkeveettil A, Rose KA, Kadar GE, et al. Integrative acupuncture and spinal manipulative therapy versus either alone for low back pain: a randomized controlled trial feasibility study.
Low back pain (LBP) is a heart sink consultation for many practitioners. Although a large proportion of patients presenting with LBP will improve within few weeks, many will continue to have pain or experience a new episode within the next year (1) . One should be suspicious given the panoply of treatment options for LBP, a possible indication that most options have limited effectiveness. Therefor the recent reviews for the LBP guideline of the American College of Physicians are to be lauded, since they did not stop reviewing the evidence for treatment options, but they also evaluated the effect size of each intervention on pain and function (2, 3) . A change in pain or function on a scale ranging from 0 to 100 of less than 10 was considered small and from 10-20 as moderate and >20 as significant. The effectiveness of most interventions was considered being small. The effectiveness of manipulative therapy was judged to be small and of acupuncture to be moderate. Given the modest effectiveness of single interventions a combination of several treatment approaches to archive greater effectiveness seems reasonable. However, little is known on the optimal combination of different treatment options. The random selection and combination of treatments based on availability or treatment preferences of patients or health care providers is not effective and has been called supermarket approach (4). This should not be confounded with multimodal therapy approaches combining active and passive physical treatments with psychosocial and behavioral interventions for chronic LBP within a treatment concept (5) . A recently published three-armed trial to evaluate the effectiveness of manipulative treatment and acupuncture combined or alone by Kizhakkeveettil et al. is highly welcome to improve guidance of clinicians which treatment options should be combined (6) . To make a long story short, they did not observe any benefit from combining both treatment options compared to each alone. This might be due to the small sample size with 30 to 36 participants in each group lacking the power to detect a statistically significant difference. Another problem, limiting the generalizability of many trials in the field, might be the heterogeneity of the patients which is not captured with conventional assessment methods. I am also worried about manipulative treatment as option regardless of the presence of a diagnosed functional disorder potentially amenable to manipulation. Manipulation should be based on clinical findings (7, 8) . More important spinal manipulation and acupuncture can be considered as passive treatment options, where patients receive or endure an intervention. The rationale for combining two passive interventions is not obvious, given that exercise and behavioral interventions are considered most effective (2, 9) . Future trials assessing the combination of treatment options for LBP should rather combine active and passive treatments.
Editorial
Does the combination of spinal manipulation with acupuncture provide better pain relief for low back pain patients?
